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If you thought things were going to calm down after the midterms, think again. No later than two days after Americans voted, financial assets of all types
had what were some of the most extreme moves in years. On Thursday, the 10-year US Treasury yield had the 17th most extreme downside move
(normalized to the last 200 trading days) since 1980. The S&P 500 had the 15th largest one day rally since 1980, and the US Dollar Index had its 9th
largest daily decline over that same span. Investors have been through a lot over the last several years, but Thursday ranked right up there with all of
them, and we’re not even including the ‘you-know-what’ show that’s been going on at Twitter! All we can say is that thankfully the moves in stocks and
bonds were up rather than down.

The siesta from selling was welcomed by weary bulls, but besides Wednesday’s weak CPI report, not a whole lot changed this week. From strictly a
technical perspective, the downtrend that has been in place all year remains intact. The political make up of Congress has yet to be officially determined
but looks like it will only change marginally, although any amount of gridlock that comes from a slim Republican majority in the House should help to
keep spending in check. The Fed is still actively rooting for a weaker stock market and economy. Based on the commentary after Thursday’s CPI report,
their position doesn’t look to have changed much, and higher interest rates continue to suffocate the economy.

The burden of proof still remains firmly on the bulls, but not everything out there is horrible. Semis had a monstrous week and are closer to breaking
their downtrends than the broader market is. Internals have been improving as the list of stocks making new lows continues to shrink and the
percentage of stocks trading above their 200-DMA expands to a majority. On the inflation front, Thursday’s CPI was just one report, and three months
ago there was a similar scenario only to be followed by two straight months of stronger than expected reports. What’s different this time, though, is that
most secondary measures of inflation have been showing weaker momentum for several months now.
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Extreme Move Downside Move in 10-Year Yield: 1980 - 2022
Daily Change in Yield Relative to 200-Day Standard Deviation

S&P 500 Daily Percent Change (%): 1980 - 2022 US Dollar Index Daily Percent Change (%): 1980 - 2022
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Before getting into this week’s report, below is an excerpt of our weekly Crypto Report, recapping the FTX saga that unfolded this week:

Things move fast in the world of cryptocurrencies. Only a week ago, FTX was one of the largest crypto exchanges, and its founder and CEO, Sam
Bankman-Fried (SBF), was still perceived as the ‘JP Morgan’ of the space. On Friday, FTX filed for bankruptcy as customers attempted to withdraw
billions of dollars, SBF resigned, and crypto markets have endured yet another episode leaving the sector’s credibility even further in question.

There are several major crypto exchanges (platforms to buy and sell various cryptocurrencies) currently in existence. The largest of these is Binance. Up
until this week, FTX—founded in May 2019 by SBF—was another large and trusted player with the company and its CEO being a major proponent of
establishing industry regulations in the US. Ironically, US residents are unable to trade on FTX’s full platform, and instead use sister exchange FTX.US
which offers reduced functionality as a means to comply with regulations. In its rise to prominence and attempted legitimacy, FTX had received backing
by groups like BlackRock and Sequoia Capital, accumulated over a million users, and was home to billions of dollars in daily trading volumes. During the
tumult of crypto markets this past spring, SBF (earning him comparisons to JP Morgan) and FTX even acted as lender of last resort to bail out collapsing
crypto firms like BlockFi and Voyager.
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As part of the platform, FTX created a native crypto-token called FTT. The token provided benefits to
holders such as discounted trading fees, tighter spreads, staking, and the potential to be used as
collateral for derivatives trading. One third of FTX’s trading revenues would be used to buy and burn the
supply of FTT, meaning higher trading volumes (ergo revenues) would raise the price of FTT.

On November 2nd, Coindesk published an article revealing that the balance sheet of another of SBF’s
companies, trading firm Alameda Research, had a peculiarly large share of its assets tied up in FTT as of
the end of Q2. In fact, of the company’s $14.6 billion in assets, roughly 40% was in FTT split between
$3.66 billion of “unlocked FTT” and another $2.16 billion used as collateral (while not yet clear, it is
believed a share of that was FTX customer funds). Not only was that a massive share of the balance
sheet, but according to CoinMarketCap.com’s data, it was an amount that far exceeded the market cap
of the token at the time. Additionally, another major crypto, Solana, accounted for a large portion ($1
billion) of assets on the balance sheet.

With the lines blurred between the businesses of Alameda Research and FTX and its practices in
question, Binance announced it would be selling its $500 million stake of FTT. However, with so much
FTT tied up in FTX/Alameda, there was little liquidity resulting in FTT to plummet and a run on FTX.
Binance then announced on Tuesday that it was looking into bailing out FTX by buying the company,
hence providing FTX with the needed capital for its withdrawals. However, Binance quickly backtracked,
resulting in FTX filing for bankruptcy at the end of the week. With FTX decimated and cryptos broadly
selling off in response, total crypto market cap has now dropped back below $1 trillion.

FTX Token (FTT) Market Cap (bn USD) - Since August 2019

Total Crypto Market Cap (bn USD) - Past Two Years

Reported Value of FTT 
Assets on Alameda 

Balance Sheet, $5.8 bn
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With the S&P 500 higher by nearly 6% and the Nasdaq up around 8%
this week, calling the rally impressive would be an understatement.
However, this week wasn’t even the best week of the year for the S&P
500, and there have been three other weeks where it rallied more than
5%. The Nasdaq has also had other big weekly rallies this year with
gains of 8.2% in March and 7.5% in June. Following each of those prior
rallies, though, both indices went on to make new lows, so a big rally
alone isn’t enough to indicate that the ‘bottom is in’.

From a technical perspective, the downtrends that have been in place all
year remain intact. Given the sharp declines following each prior peak,
if the S&P 500 and Nasdaq test the top of these downtrends in the
future, investors will want to watch closely to see the reaction.

One positive about the more recent patten for both indices applies to
the shorter-term downtrend from the August highs. Both the S&P 500
and Nasdaq broke above these downtrends in late October, but in the
subsequent pullbacks found support at the prior downtrend. That’s
typically considered a positive from a technical perspective, and these
higher lows could set the stage for a more durable foundation.
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S&P 500: Year to Date
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The market reaction to Thursday’s CPI was impressive across the board. For the Russell 3,000, less than 5% of stocks moved lower on the day while the
average move of the index’s members was a 6.68% gain.

To gauge which factors led to underperformance and outperformance, in the matrix below, we break down the Russell 3,000 into deciles and show the
average performance in yesterday’s session.
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Decile 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Price

(Low to High)
8.64 8.82 7.11 7.11 6.47 6.00 5.92 5.67 5.69 5.36

Market Cap

(Low to High)
7.60 7.56 7.56 6.91 6.61 6.47 6.74 6.17 6.09 5.10

Dividend Yield 

(High to Low) *
5.67 5.70 4.92 4.86 4.66 4.87 4.97 5.83 5.57 8.01

Price to Earnings

(Low to High)**
7.34 6.53 5.47 5.15 4.99 5.18 4.92 5.71 6.38 8.84

Price to Sales

(Low to High)
7.98 7.06 6.31 6.38 6.56 5.88 5.69 6.44 6.76 7.78

Price to Book

(Low to High)
8.24 6.68 5.79 6.26 6.46 6.52 6.12 6.92 6.18 7.66

Debt to Assets

(Low to High)
6.28 6.38 6.00 6.46 6.03 6.32 6.87 6.55 7.23 8.71

Analyst Sentiment

(Worst to Best)
6.81 6.61 6.57 6.39 6.83 7.07 7.40 6.63 6.33 6.20

Short Interest

(Low to High)
4.42 4.94 5.36 5.29 6.04 6.88 6.87 8.80 8.85 9.40

% Chg: 10/28 - 11/9

(Best to Worst)
5.76 4.85 4.34 4.92 5.11 6.22 6.73 8.41 9.49 11.04

* Decile 10 is all stocks that pay no dividends

** Decile 10 is all stocks that have no earnings.

Russell 3,000 Decile Performance (%): 11/10/22The overall top performing group with a double-digit
average gain (the only decile for which this applies across
all factors) was the one comprised of stocks that had fallen
the most from the late October high through Wednesday’s
close.

Stocks with lower price points and smaller market caps also
tended to outperform with high single digit rallies.

Generally, growth-oriented names outperformed along
with stocks that have high debt loads, smaller to no
dividends, and no earnings/higher valuations averaging
some of the biggest moves. However, stocks with low price
to sales and price to book ratios similarly posted some of
the strongest gains, so it was a bit of a barbell approach
taken by investors on Thursday.
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It was a monster week for US equities contributing to
what has been a very strong fourth quarter so far.
Outside of the Nasdaq 100, every other major index ETF
has rallied well over 10%.

Outside of the large cap space where growth has lagged
value badly, in the mid and small cap space,
performance in Q4 has been roughly equal, although
YTD, value stocks have handily outperformed their
market cap peers.

On a sector basis, Technology led the way higher rallying
over 10% this week, and although every sector was
higher, there was a ton of dispersion in this week’s
returns, continuing a trend we have seen all quarter and
all year.

Outside of Brazil, which was down nearly 10% on the
week on concerns of an expansion of fiscal policy under
Lula, every other country ETF was higher on the week
led higher by Germany, Italy, Hong Kong, and Israel,
while China and Mexico lagged.

It wasn’t an everything rally this week, though, as most
commodities sat out from the party, although gold and
silver were higher.

Commodities may have been weak, but bonds managed
to rally and have mostly erased their early Q4 declines.
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US Related Global

ETF Description ETF Description

SPY S&P 500 5.99 11.67 -15.05 EWA Australia 6.89 16.21 -5.21

DIA Dow 30 4.28 17.72 -5.54 EWZ Brazil -9.67 3.26 14.19

QQQ Nasdaq 100 8.83 7.78 -27.24 EWC Canada 5.05 13.90 -8.15

IJH S&P Midcap 400 5.37 15.26 -9.60 ASHR China 0.90 1.24 -29.84

IJR S&P Smallcap 600 5.37 15.94 -10.85 EWQ France 7.18 22.85 -12.82

IWB Russell 1000 6.21 11.51 -15.89 EWG Germany 11.36 25.84 -21.88

IWM Russell 2000 4.72 13.46 -15.05 EWH Hong Kong 8.66 5.26 -15.95

IWV Russell 3000 6.07 11.64 -15.85 PIN India 2.08 8.16 -4.82

EWI Italy 9.56 27.39 -13.96

IVW S&P 500 Growth 8.39 7.92 -24.95 EWJ Japan 7.95 12.42 -17.19

IJK Midcap 400 Growth 6.31 14.17 -14.93 EWW Mexico 1.69 21.44 7.78

IJT Smallcap 600 Growth 6.45 13.78 -16.05 EWP Spain 5.42 17.71 -9.86

IVE S&P 500 Value 3.96 15.09 -4.08 EIS Israel 8.34 11.90 -16.91

IJJ Midcap 400 Value 4.64 16.08 -4.23 EWU UK 3.80 14.10 -8.10

IJS Smallcap 600 Value 4.55 17.89 -5.87

DVY DJ Dividend 3.64 14.45 2.74 EFA EAFE 7.76 16.89 -14.92

RSP S&P 500 Equalweight 6.10 14.96 -8.83 EEM Emerging Mkts 5.35 9.33 -21.26

IOO Global 100 6.37 11.61 -13.86

FXB British Pound 4.09 6.21 -12.37 BKF BRIC 2.14 2.54 -26.22

FXE Euro 3.96 5.54 -9.75 CWI All World ex US 6.72 14.17 -16.05

FXY Yen 5.91 4.27 -17.33

GBTC Bitcoin Trust -27.23 -21.85 -73.97 DBC Commodities -1.58 9.41 25.89

ETHE Ethereum Trust -34.28 -21.38 -77.84 DBA Agric. Commod. -0.07 0.27 1.65

USO Oil -2.93 14.23 37.18

XLY Cons Disc 5.65 1.98 -28.53 UNG Nat. Gas -8.19 -18.24 53.04

XLP Cons Stap 2.42 10.28 -2.81 GLD Gold 5.15 6.37 -3.76

XLE Energy 2.24 29.78 73.64 SLV Silver 3.45 13.86 -7.37

XLF Financials 6.09 18.49 -6.55

XLV Health Care 1.75 9.90 -4.47 SHY 1-3 Yr Treasuries 0.68 0.33 -4.22

XLI Industrials 4.95 20.45 -4.54 IEF 7-10 Yr Treasuries 2.71 0.37 -15.34

XLB Materials 7.94 19.70 -8.70 TLT 20+ Yr Treasuries 3.99 -3.91 -32.66

XLK Technology 10.12 12.17 -22.84 AGG Aggregate Bond 2.30 0.62 -13.85

XLC Comm Services 9.53 4.56 - BND Total Bond Market 2.22 0.62 -13.98

XLU Utilities 1.59 4.04 -2.75 TIP T.I.P.S. 1.67 2.10 -12.09

Week of 

11/11 Q4 YTD

Week of 

11/11 Q4 YTD

Asset Class Performance Week of 11/11, Q4, and YTD - Total Return (%)
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As mentioned earlier, a 2% decline in the US Dollar Index on Thursday
(followed by a 1.5% decline on Friday) was a major aspect of the extreme
moves, and that dollar decline helped to contribute to some massive
underperformance of international stocks relative to the S&P 500. As shown
in the chart at right, the relative strength of the S&P 500 (SPY) versus the
MSCI All Country World Index (CWI) has tended to track movements in the US
Dollar Index. Ever since early 2021, US stocks have enjoyed steady
outperformance as the dollar rallied, but that trend reversed (or at least
paused) in a big way this week. If the Fed does end up slowing its roll and
takes on a less aggressive monetary posture, international stocks would be
poised for a major turnaround.
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Falling Dollar Leads to Domestic Equity Underperformance
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As noted earlier, the S&P 500’s downtrend from its peak earlier in the year remains entrenched, but international equities have outperformed in recent
weeks. Relative to its intraday low on 10/13, CWI has rallied more than 16% and broken its downtrend from when the sell-off really started to intensify
earlier this year. Given the war in Ukraine and the looming energy shortages in Europe this winter, can you think of anywhere with a bleaker current
investment outlook? Don’t tell that to the market. The iShares Eurozone ETF (EZU) has rallied more than 26% off its October low, and like CWI has broken
the 2022 downtrend. The headlines in Europe may be bleak, but the market doesn’t trade on today’s headlines. While both ETFs have had big rallies in
the short-term, they are both still below their pre-Covid lows.
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Some of the gains we have seen in semiconductor
stocks over the last week are unbelievable. On
Thursday, the Philadelphia Semiconductor Index
(SOX) was up over 10%, and over the five trading
days through 11/10, the index was up over 16%. In
early afternoon trading on Friday it was also up over
2%. With gains like that, you can only imagine how
some of the individual components of the SOX have
performed. To the right, we summarize the
performance of the 15 largest stocks in the index
based on market cap through Thursday’s close.

All 15 of them have experienced double digit moves,
and four were up over 20% in the prior five trading
days. Even Intel (INTC) was up over 10%!

While the short-term gains have been mouth-
watering, coming back to reality, all 15 stocks listed
at right are still down YTD, and most are down
sharply.

Texas Instruments (TXN) and Analog Devices (ADI)
have managed to get by with declines of less than
10%, but more than half of the 15 stocks listed are
still down over 30% YTD, including AMD which has
declined over 50% while NVIDIA (NVDA) and Taiwan
Semiconductor (TSM) are both down over 40%.
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Shifting focus to the semis more broadly, even after this week’s rally, the
SOX remains mired in its downtrend that has been in place all year (lower
left chart).

On a relative strength basis, though, the recent rally has been even more
impressive. Starting with the ratio of the SOX to the S&P 500 (chart at right)
that has yet to break its downtrend, but it did take out its early October high
resulting in a higher high.

That higher high is solely the result of the last six trading days where the
SOX has outperformed the S&P 500 by more than 12 percentage points.
Outside of the early years of the index in the late 1990s and early 2000s,
this degree of outperformance over a six-day period has only been seen
during two other periods – the late stages of the Financial Crisis and the
lows of the COVID crash.
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Philadelphia Semiconductor Index: Last 12 Months
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In last week’s update to our Equity Market Risk Gauge, we upgraded the
rating for “Market Internals” to positive citing the fact that the pace of
selling was narrowing.

One of the charts we highlighted was the net percentage of stocks
hitting new highs (lows). As the S&P 500 made new lows in October, the
percentage of stocks making new lows actually shrank from an extreme
of -43% in June to -33% in October. To the right, we have updated that
chart through Thursday. In three of the four trading days week to date,
more stocks actually hit new highs than new lows.

While not necessarily a market internal, high yield spreads serve as a
good sanity check for moves in the equity market. The lower chart
compares spreads on the Bank of America High Yield Master Index
(inverted) to the S&P 500. Here again, the latest leg lower for the S&P
500 showed a positive divergence where the S&P 500’s new low (blue
line) was not accompanied by a new extreme in high yield spreads (red
line). S&P 500 vs High Yield Spreads (BofA HY Master Index): Last 12 Months
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Another internal measure that has started to look more attractive is the percentage of
stocks trading above their 200-day moving average (DMA). The 200-DMA for any asset's
price helps filter out day-to-day noise and reflects its longer-term trend.

The S&P 500's (SPY) 200-DMA has now been trending lower for the last six months
(lower left chart), and SPY hasn't managed to close above its 200-day since this
downtrend began. Even with SPY up 10% from its October low, it's still more than 3%
below its 200-day moving average (top right chart).

We think it's notable, however, that yesterday we saw the percentage of stocks that
make up the S&P 500 that are trading above their own 200-day moving averages cross
above 50% for the first time since the spring. So, while the cap-weighted index itself is
still 3% below its 200-DMA, a majority of stocks within the index are now above their
200-DMAs. As shown in the chart below right, this reading failed to break below its
June low when it bottomed in October, and it has moved above the August high that
coincided with the peak of the summer rally for US stocks. In terms of market internals,
this is pretty clearly a positive divergence.
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One explanation for the positive divergence of market internals versus actual price levels stems from the performance of mega-caps. The charts below
show the current drawdowns of the four MAGA stocks (Microsoft, Apple, Alphabet, and Amazon) from their respective closing highs. While off its recent
lows, GOOGL was down 44% from its closing high while AMZN was down over 50%. For both stocks, the magnitude of the decline was the steepest since
the Financial Crisis. For AAPL and MSFT, the severity of the declines wasn’t as extreme, but with the S&P 500 down 17.5% from its all-time closing high
earlier this year, the four largest stocks in the S&P 500 are all down more than the index itself. In a market cap-weighted index like the S&P 500, moves in
these four stocks, which collectively account for nearly 18% of the entire index, will have an outsized impact on the market itself.

Alphabet (GOOGL) Drawdowns From Closing Highs (%): 2000 - 2022 Amazon.com (AMZN) Drawdowns From Closing Highs (%): 2000 - 2022

Apple (AAPL) Drawdowns From Closing Highs (%): 2000 - 2022 Microsoft (MSFT) Drawdowns From Closing Highs (%): 2000 - 2022
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Although some Republican strategists were forecasting better results in the midterm elections, the outcome was much more muted. While nothing is
official at this point, it looks as though the Senate will remain in Democratic control while Republicans will take control of the House. That type of shift
from full Democratic control to Republican control of the House has only happened one other time since WWII (gray shaded line).

Following all midterm elections since WWII, the S&P 500 has had consistently positive returns over the next three, six, and twelve months with average
and median gains that were at least twice the average return for all periods since WWII. One year later, the S&P 500 was up every time.
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President Senate House President Senate House YTD One Month Three Months Six Months One Year

11/5/1946 D D D D R R -11.7 -4.5 3.8 -3.1 0.1

11/7/1950 D D D D D D 15.3 0.2 13.6 16.9 16.2

11/2/1954 R R R R D D 28.1 7.5 15.2 19.7 33.2

11/4/1958 R D D R D D 28.9 1.9 6.8 11.8 11.1

11/6/1962 D D D D D D -18.4 7.8 13.8 19.2 24.8

11/8/1966 D D D D D D -12.7 1.6 8.7 17.2 12.9

11/3/1970 R D D R D D -8.5 5.6 14.7 22.6 12.7

11/5/1974 R D D R D D -23.0 -12.0 5.1 19.9 18.7

11/7/1978 D D D D D D -1.3 3.4 3.5 5.5 6.4

11/2/1982 R R D R R D 12.2 1.0 4.2 17.9 19.9

11/4/1986 R R D R D D 16.5 2.8 13.6 17.5 1.1

11/6/1990 R D D R D D -11.8 5.6 14.9 22.0 25.1

11/8/1994 D D D D R R -0.2 -4.3 3.3 12.5 27.1

11/3/1998 D R R D R R 14.5 3.5 14.5 21.9 22.0

11/5/2002 R D R R R R -20.3 -1.0 -7.8 1.2 14.9

11/7/2006 R R R R D D 10.8 1.8 4.9 9.2 6.7

11/2/2010 D D D D D R 7.0 2.3 9.3 14.0 3.7

11/4/2014 D D R D R R 8.9 3.0 1.5 5.1 4.5

11/6/2018 R R R R R D 3.1 -2.2 -0.9 6.4 11.7

Median Performance: All Midterms 1.9 6.8 16.9 12.9

Down 10%+ YTD 0.3 6.9 18.2 16.8

All Periods Post WWII 0.7 2.0 4.3 8.8

All Election Days Since 1945 0.8 3.5 6.3 8.2

Post Midterm Performance: Post WWII

S&P 500 Performance (%)Outcome

Election Day

Prior Makeup
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The only real economic indicator of note this week
was the October CPI, and as discussed earlier, it came
in lower than expected and spurred a historic market
rally. Not only was the headline reading encouraging,
but the underlying details were even more
comforting.

Supercore (i.e. excluding pandemic-impacted
categories) inflation cratered, from just below 8%
annualized in September to 4.3% annualized in
October, the lowest rate since September of 2021.

Rent inflation was also part of the positive story;
while still rising at an uncomfortable 7.2% annualized,
the rate of increase was 10.0% in September, and the
drop was big enough to raise the possibility of a peak.

The massive surge in durable goods prices is finally
unwinding in earnest, on top of the rapid drop in
used car prices elsewhere in the report.

Services inflation got a huge downward push from
lower health insurance prices, with core services
collapsing to a paltry 0.5% annualized pace amidst a
big slowdown in median CPI.

13

Services Ex Pandemic Services, Energy, Rent Median CPI Is Off Recent Highs, Still Extreme

Core CPI Slowly Decelerating Big Leg Lower In Supercore CPI

Rent Inflation Still Extremely Hot But Slowed

Note: Excludes Other Lodging Away From Home

Durables Deflation Really Ramping

Note: Excludes Used Autos, Auto Rental, Other 

Lodging Away From Home, Airline Fares. 

Assumes current weights in prior years. These 

categories are 7.1% of total Core CPI.
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With the update to CPI this week, at right is
an updated look at our table showing the
forward path of the YoY CPI number based
on constant MoM prints between -0.1% and
+0.7%.

YoY CPI is currently at 7.7%, which is the
first sub-8% reading since February which
was before the FOMC first started hiking
rates and was still actually buying
Treasuries.

Based on where Fed Fund Futures are
currently trading and where they’re
expected to move in the coming months, as
long as CPI continues to print monthly
readings of 0.4% or less, headline CPI will
likely be back below the Fed Funds rate by
next May at the latest.
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Month Fed Funds Rate (%)

Jun-21 5.39 0.08

Jul-21 5.37 0.07

Aug-21 5.25 0.06

Sep-21 5.39 0.06

Oct-21 6.22 0.07

Nov-21 6.81 0.07

Dec-21 7.04 0.07

Jan-22 7.48 0.08

Feb-22 7.87 0.08

Mar-22 8.54 0.33

Apr-22 8.26 0.33

May-22 8.58 0.83

Jun-22 Peak CPI (so far): 9.06 1.58

Jul-22 8.52 2.32

Aug-22 8.26 2.32

Sep-22 8.20 3.08

Oct-22 7.70 3.83

-0.1% MoM 0.0% MoM 0.1% MoM 0.2% MoM 0.3% MoM 0.4% MoM 0.5% MoM 0.6% MoM 0.7% MoM Fed Fund Futures:

Nov-22 7.11 7.22 7.33 7.43 7.54 7.65 7.75 7.86 7.97 3.83

Dec-22 6.68 6.89 7.10 7.32 7.53 7.75 7.96 8.18 8.39 4.37

Jan-23 5.68 6.00 6.32 6.64 6.96 7.28 7.60 7.92 8.24 4.37

Feb-23 4.62 5.04 5.46 5.88 6.30 6.73 7.16 7.58 8.01 4.72

Mar-23 3.14 3.65 4.17 4.70 5.22 5.74 6.27 6.80 7.33 4.87

Apr-23 2.46 3.08 3.70 4.32 4.95 5.58 6.21 6.85 7.49 4.87

May-23 1.24 1.96 2.67 3.39 4.12 4.84 5.58 6.32 7.06 4.91

Jun-23 -0.23 0.57 1.38 2.19 3.01 3.84 4.67 5.50 6.35 4.90

Jul-23 -0.32 0.59 1.49 2.41 3.33 4.27 5.20 6.15 7.10 4.81

Aug-23 -0.38 0.62 1.63 2.65 3.68 4.72 5.77 6.82 7.89 4.81

Sep-23 -0.69 0.41 1.52 2.64 3.77 4.91 6.07 7.23 8.41 4.75

Oct-23 -1.19 0.00 1.21 2.43 3.66 4.91 6.17 7.44 8.73 4.75

Nov-23 -1.19 0.00 1.21 2.43 3.66 4.91 6.17 7.44 8.73 4.61

Actual CPI YoY %

Potential Paths for YoY CPI Based on Constant MoM Changes

Future YoY 

CPI w/:
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One report does not make a trend. October’s report was significantly lower than expected, but back in August, we had a similar situation where headline
and core CPI both came in 0.2 percentage points (ppts) below forecasts and the S&P 500 rallied over 2% in response. That was then followed by two
straight months where both the headline and core prints exceeded forecasts by at least 0.2 ppts. In other words, monthly reports tend to be volatile.

We’re almost certain to get more upside inflation surprises, but there are reasons to be optimistic that the trend is moving in the right direction. Besides
rental prices, which are declining and lagged by at least six months in the CPI data, two other sources of encouragement are the commodity price surveys
in the monthly ISM reports and used car prices.

Each month in the ISM reports, respondents are asked which commodities have risen in price and which have declined. Comparing a rolling three-month
total of the net number of commodities up in price to Y/Y CPI shows that trends in the number of commodities rising in price often lead or coincide with
trends in CPI. As shown in the lower left chart, the surge in commodity prices peaked over a year ago and has really started to crash in recent months, and
is now barely even positive. If the past relationship continues, inflation should not only continue to decline, but the pace should also accelerate.

The other notable trend to watch is the price of cars, where the pace of increase has been falling fast. The Manheim Used Car index was recently updated
and has crashed over 10% y/y which is the sharpest decline since the Financial Crisis. While the decline in the CPI auto component hasn’t been as
dramatic, it has pulled back quickly from its peak earlier this year falling from a y/y growth rate of 23.5% in February down to just below 7% in October. If
historical trends related to both charts below continue, it’s even more likely that headline CPI falls below the Fed Funds rate in the first half of 2023.
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Services & Manufacturing Sectors Net Commodities Up in Price: 1999 - 2022 Auto Prices and CPI (Y/Y % Change): 1999 - 2022
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With inflation coming in lower than expected and the market surging, a big question for investors was whether Fed officials would come out hawkish in
their ongoing attempt to crush any hint of a market rally. On this score, markets were able to get an answer relatively quickly as a number of Fed
speakers were on the tape Thursday. The bottom line was that the middle of the committee appears to accept the logic of a ramp down in the pace of
rate hikes. That said, the huge loosening of financial conditions that occurred in markets on Thursday remains a risk and could ultimately spook the
hawks. Easing back tightening to reflect a stabilizing inflation outlook is one thing but giving the implicit OK to a massive rally in equity markets and
plunging mortgage rates is quite another.

Philadelphia Fed President Patrick Harker was on the wires within 30 minutes of the report saying that he “expects to slow the rate-hike pace in coming
months” and characterized 50 bps hikes as “still significant” but sees the Fed “putting policy on hold” at some point next year.

Dallas Fed President Lorie Logan followed half an hour later, noting the “welcome relief” of October CPI but said there’s still “a long way to go” as the
process of cooling off the economy is “just getting started”. Ultimately, she regurgitated Powell’s language from last week signaling a 50 bps December
hick by saying “it may soon be appropriate to slow the pace of rate increases”.
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Fed Funds Rate Pricing By Meeting
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The next speech hit at 11:00am from SF Fed President Mary Daly; she downplayed the
CPI report, saying it was “just one piece of positive information” and that it was “far
from a victory”. She went on to say, though, that, “stepping down” the pace of rate
hikes is an “appropriate thing to think about” though pausing is “not even a
discussion” for the time being.

At lunchtime, hawk Loretta Mester of the Cleveland Fed hit the stage, arguing that
“inflation is still broad-based” and that “services prices are not slowing”. She
continued the hawkish practice of emphasizing that she sees tightening too little as a
larger risk than tightening too much.

While there was little change in tone from FOMC officials on the tape Thursday, the
market significantly ratcheted down expectations for the pace of hikes going forward.
After Powell talked down the likelihood of a 75 bps hike back in May and then
proceeded to hike 75 bps four times in a row, it now appears as though the market is
finally taking a 75 bps hike off the table for the December meeting. In addition, the
terminal rate has been priced back down below 5%, and the market is pricing in a
slightly lower rate in January 2024 than it is for this December.
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We’re still a long way from inflation levels getting anywhere near the Fed
target of 2%, but most would agree that we’ve reached the peak and are
moving down the other side of the mountain. So how does the market
typically perform following peaks in inflation? Is there a clear trend of
gains or is it usually accompanied by a recession that pulls prices lower?

In the chart to the right, we show y/y headline CPI in the post-WWII
period, and the red dots indicate months where inflation was above 5%
and at a two-year high relative to both the past and future two years.
These represent cycle peaks for high inflation.

In terms of recessions, of the seven prior peaks in inflation, five occurred
right in the middle of a recession. The only exceptions were the peaks in
1947 and 1951.

With respect to the market, performance has been mixed. As shown in the
table at right, it has been typical for the S&P 500 to decline in the year
leading up to the peak in inflation just as it has done in the current period.
Moving forward, performance has been mixed in the short-term, inline
with the historical average over the next six months, and roughly inline
with the historical average over the following year. The big exceptions
were following the peaks in 1969 and 2008 when the S&P 500 was down
at least 20% over the following six months.

While it seems as though there’s widespread agreement that a peak in
inflation would be a full green light for equities, the historical record isn’t
as clear cut.
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Headline CPI (Y/Y, % Change): 1947 - 2022
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Month CPI (Y/Y) Prior Year One Month Three Months Six Months One Year

Mar 1947 19.7 -15.91 -3.89 0.26 -0.40 -0.59

Feb 1951 9.4 26.60 -2.48 -2.71 5.05 6.83

Dec 1969 6.2 -11.36 -7.65 -2.64 -21.01 0.10

Dec 1974 12.3 -29.72 12.28 21.59 38.84 31.55

Mar 1980 14.8 0.49 4.11 11.90 22.89 33.22

Oct 1990 6.3 -10.68 5.99 13.13 23.47 29.10

Jul 2008 5.6 -12.91 1.22 -23.56 -34.84 -22.08

Jun 2022 9.1 -11.92

Average -7.64 1.37 2.57 4.86 11.16

Median -11.36 1.22 0.26 5.05 6.83

All Periods since 1945 0.67 2.02 4.31 9.03

Performance After 2-Year Peaks in Headline CPI: Post WWII

S&P 500 Performance (%)

Headline CPI tops 5% and reaches highest level four year windown spanning past 

and future two years.
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As we noted ahead of Thursday’s CPI number, gold prices had been rallying hard in the days leading up to the release. In fact, it was one of the strongest
pre-CPI rallies since the late 1990s. Gold continued to rally even in the wake of the inflation reading as did other metals. Silver also rallied hard, though, it
began to stall out on Friday as it ran up to resistance at its 200-DMA. Industrial metals have shared in the gains as well with copper likewise making a run
at its 200-DMA.

To show these commodities in aggregate, we show the Bloomberg Commodity indices for precious metals (gold and silver) and industrial metals (copper,
aluminum, nickel, and zinc). Each of these indices have made definitive moves higher this month. While industrial metals are close to breaking out above
August highs, precious metals have nearly broken out from the past year’s downtrend. For precious metals, any turn lower at this point will mark a
welcomed higher high.

Even though the technical set up for precious metals is currently a bit more attractive (given its test of the downtrend), on a relative basis, industrials have
been outperforming. As shown in the relative strength chart in the rightmost chart below, industrial metals have been outperforming for the past couple
of months now with a particularly sharp increase in the past few days.
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Bloomberg Industrial Metal Commodity Index - Past Year Bloomberg Precious Metal Commodity Index - Past Year Industrial Metals vs. Precious Metals Relative Strength - Past Year
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Outside of CPI, it was a quiet week for
economic data. The NFIB’s reading on small
business sentiment showed a modest
decline and remains lower than it was at the
depths of the COVID decline.

Employment related indicators in the report
also continue to show weaker momentum.
With the exception of Compensation Plans,
they have all shown signs of rolling over
from their recent extremes.

On a related note, a search of Google
Trends for the term ‘layoffs’ (chart below)
has spiked in recent weeks to the highest
levels in over five years. Do you think the
FOMC looks at information like this when
they say the labor market is strong?
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Google Trends Searches for "Layoffs" - Last Five Years
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In Wednesday’s report, weekly mortgage applications declined for the seventh straight
week and the 32nd time so far this year. Going back to 1990, there has never been
another year where applications increased in a smaller percentage of weeks, and it’s
really not even close. The residential housing market is basically comatose, and while
this week’s decline in mortgage rates helps at the margin, the national average 30-year
mortgage rate has still more than doubled rising from 3.24% up to 6.91%.
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Percentage of Weeks With Rising Mortgage Applications By Year
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Don’t tell the homebuilder stocks that the residential housing
market is dead, though. Have a look at the moves in the
snapshot to the left. Most homebuilder stocks have rallied 12-
15% over the last five trading days, leaving them in extreme
overbought territory, which means they're more than two
standard deviations above their 50-day moving averages.

DR Horton (DHI), Lennar (LEN), NVR (NVR), and PulteGroup
(PHM) are the most extended. While the rallies in these stocks
has been something to behold, they're still all down sharply
YTD. If you're wondering which way the homebuilders are
likely to trade going forward, keep an eye on interest rates –
that was most of the story behind the rally this week and is
likely to be a major driver in the weeks ahead.
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As we highlighted in our Matrix of Economic Indicators at the end of October,
economic momentum has clearly stalled out. Our Economic Indicator Diffusion
Index measures the net number of better-than-expected reports over a rolling
50-trading day basis (top two charts at right).

For the first half of 2022 there was a consistent trend of weaker-than-expected
data. By the time the second half of the year started, though, consensus
forecasts began to adequately account for the weakness. Since early July, we’ve
seen a consistent improvement in the index, and since mid-September it has
consistently been in positive territory. It hasn't been a big move, but it has still
been positive. On October 12th, the Diffusion Index peaked at +13, but since
then has been drifting lower to the current level of +4. Was the early October
high a peak for the year or just a short-term lull?

In looking at the typical seasonal pattern of the Economic Indicator Diffusion
Index, 2022 (red line in lower right chart) has closely followed the historical
pattern going back to 2010 (black line). Even the recent high back in early
October came within two days of when the longer-term moving average has
historically seen a short-term peak. On a more positive note, seasonal trends
suggest that while the last month has been weak for the Diffusion Index, it tends
to rebound right about this time of the month and moves higher through year-
end. Now, whether the market actually wants to see better than expected data
given Fed policy is another story.
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Economic Indicator Diffusion Index: Current vs Average (Since 2010)
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Bespoke Economic Indicator Diffusion Index: 2000 - 2022
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While it started strong, the tone of earnings season has taken a turn for the
worse in November.

Through this past Wednesday, the trailing three-month average EPS beat rate
was down to just under 64% which remains above the historical average of
59.4%. At the top-line, the revenue beat rate has also been on the decline
falling from a peak of over 80% down to 65.4% which is still nearly nine
percentage points above the long-term average of 56.5%.

The snapshot below provides a summary of earnings results during the
month of October compared to results so far in November (through 11/9).
By just about every metric, results this month have weakened. More
importantly, though, stock price reactions to these reports has been dismal
with companies reporting falling an average of 1.22% on their earnings
reaction day compared to an average gain of 0.13% for companies that
reported in October.
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Given the weaker economy and uncertain environment, you
wouldn’t think that many companies would have a lot of
confidence in their outlooks, but just as there’s always a bull
market somewhere, there are always companies that are
going to have positive outlooks.

Just since the start of November, 57 companies have
reported earnings triple plays. Not all of them are small
companies either, and sixteen have market caps in excess of
$10 billion. To the right we have provided six-month price
charts of each of these names from a custom portfolio we
created in our Chart Scanner tool.

It’s important to remember that just because a company
reports a triple play doesn’t necessarily mean it’s a buy. In
looking through the individual charts, many have moved
deep into overbought territory and are overdue for a
pullback. However, we always keep triple play stocks on our
watchlist and have found that for the ones we believe have
positive long-term outlooks, using weakness as an
opportunity to add to positions has been a successful long-
term strategy.

To stay on top of the latest Triple Plays during earnings
season, Institutional clients can track them on our website
(Earnings Triple Plays).
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https://www.bespokepremium.com/interactive/chart-scanner/etfs/21
https://www.bespokepremium.com/interactive/triple-plays
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Like most areas of the stock market, performance is all about perspective. In the short-term,
gains this week were extremely positive with many groups and individual stocks experiencing
their largest gains since the early stages of the COVID rally. From a longer-term perspective,
though, these same groups and stocks are still down sharply year-to date and on pace for
their largest annual declines in years.

Similarly, financial conditions have had extreme moves, and depending on your perspective,
they have either been to the upside or downside. Starting from the longer-term viewpoint,
the Goldman Sachs Financial Conditions index has still seen one of its largest y/y increases
(tighter conditions) in at least 40 years surpassed only by the extremes of the Financial Crisis.

From a shorter-term perspective, though, yesterday’s easing of financial conditions was
similarly as extreme as the Goldman Financial Conditions Index had its third-largest one day
decline going back to 1983.

Yesterday was only the 11th time since the early 1980s that the S&P 500 rallied 5% on a day
when the Goldman Financial Conditions Index declined more than 0.3 points in a single day.
As shown in the table below five of those occurrences were during the thick of the financial
crisis, four came in the early days of COVID, while the other was right after the 1987 crash.
These three periods were easily the most tumultuous of the last 40+ years, and while shorter
term returns were mixed, one year after each of these periods, the S&P 500 was higher.
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Goldman Sachs Financial Conditions Index: 1983 - 2022
Y/Y Change

Goldman Sachs Financial Conditions Index: 1983 - 2022
Daily Change
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Date S&P 500 (%) GS FC (pts) One Month Three Months Six Months One Year

10/21/87 9.10 -0.46 -6.34 -5.90 -0.76 9.78

10/13/08 11.58 -0.54 -9.18 -13.11 -14.41 6.96

10/28/08 10.79 -0.47 -4.71 -7.06 -9.07 10.86

11/24/08 6.47 -0.36 1.92 -9.24 4.13 29.80

12/16/08 5.14 -0.43 -6.91 -17.44 -0.13 21.46

3/23/09 7.08 -0.33 3.52 8.77 28.92 42.68

3/13/20 9.29 -0.35 1.87 12.18 23.24 45.46

3/24/20 9.38 -0.57 15.91 24.64 32.66 58.91

3/26/20 6.24 -0.47 7.86 14.41 25.41 51.12

4/6/20 7.03 -0.33 6.94 19.37 26.18 52.94

11/10/22 5.54 -0.49

One Day Change S&P 500 Performance (%)

S&P 500 5% Rallies On Days When Financial Conditions See Sharp Ease

Days when S&P 500 up 5%+ and Goldman Sachs Financial Conditions Index declines 

more than 0.30 points
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Thanks to the timing of the collection periods, the latest readings on sentiment would not have captured any reaction to this week’s inflation data or the
huge response by equities. As such, the latest sentiment survey results from the AAII showed bulls pulling back while bearish sentiment rose back up to
47% of responses. That left a spread of -21.9 percentage points between bulls and bears compared to last week when bears only outnumbered bulls by
2.3 percentage points.

Overwhelmingly negative sentiment is nothing new. This year, there has only been one week (or 2.2% of all weeks) in which a higher share of responses
were bullish than bearish: the last week of March. Going back through the history of the survey dating back to the late 1980s, there has never been a
year in which there have been fewer weeks with bullish sentiment exceeding bearish sentiment.

It has also been 32 straight weeks that the bull-bear spread has been negative. The only other period in which the spread was negative for longer was
the 34 weeks ending October 15, 2020. That is also not to mention this current streak followed what was another 12-week stretch in the first quarter of
this year.
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Weeks That AAII Bullish Sentiment Exceeds Bearish Sentiment (%) Consecutive Weeks With A Negative Bull-Bear Spread
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We didn’t quite get there this Friday as the S&P 500 moved ‘only’ 0.9%, so the
streak of 1%+ daily moves (in either direction) to close out the week ended at
seven. Since the five-trading day week started in late 1952, the only streak of 1%+
moves to close out the week that was longer was the ten week stretch that came
during the first weeks of COVID. Prior to that, the longest streak was six weeks
which was seen multiple times from 2001 through 2016.

It hasn’t been just the last seven weeks that have seen volatility to close out the
week either. Already this year there have been 29 weeks where the S&P 500 was
up or down 1% on the last trading day of the week. That’s already the highest
total for a given year since 1953, and there are still seven weeks left in the year!

In terms of those prior streaks, in the table at right, we have summarized the S&P
500’s performance following the end of each prior streak of at least five weeks
when the S&P 500 traded up or down 1% on the last trading day of the week.
Outside of the two occurrences in 2001, the S&P 500 was higher six and twelve
months later in nine of eleven periods with average and median returns that were
well more than twice the historical average.
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S&P 500 Consecutive 1%+ Moves to End the Week: 1953 - 2022
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One Month Three Months Six Months One Year

5/30/75 5 4.43 -4.68 0.10 9.91

9/3/82 5 -0.58 13.05 25.11 34.50

8/31/90 5 -5.12 -0.11 13.80 22.59

11/9/90 5 4.47 14.54 22.16 25.23

1/5/01 5 4.31 -11.32 -6.09 -9.69

4/13/01 6 5.25 2.72 -7.76 -6.13

2/21/03 6 5.61 8.87 18.29 34.89

11/21/08 5 10.98 -3.75 11.04 36.42

6/4/10 6 -3.97 3.72 15.01 22.09

2/12/16 6 8.44 10.69 17.12 24.20

5/8/20 10 10.33 14.39 19.78 44.47

9/9/22 5 -10.52

11/4/22 7

Average 2.80 4.37 11.69 21.68

Median 4.45 3.72 15.01 24.20

All Periods Since 1953 0.66 1.99 4.27 9.02

S&P 500 Performance (%)Week 

Ending

Number 

of Weeks

S&P 500 After Streaks of 1% Declines to End the Week
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The four most dangerous words in investing are "this time is different," and time and time again, market patterns tend to resemble patterns of the past.
Under that premise, we compared the daily closing prices of the S&P 500 over the last year (252 trading days) to every other one-year window going
back to 1928. During that time, there have been seven other periods where the correlation coefficient between the closing prices in the comparable
periods exceeded +0.85, and those are listed in the table below. Just because patterns resemble each other now doesn't mean that the similarities will
continue going forward, but until something shakes the market off course, it's good to be cognizant of how things played out in the past.

Given the high correlation of the prior seven periods with the last twelve months, it's obvious that the market was weak during each of those periods.
The range of declines, however, varied widely with a drop of less than 16% in the 1982 period to a loss of over 60% in the year leading up to June 1932.
In the last 12 months, the decline of 16% would rank on the mild side relative to these seven other periods.

Besides the period in August 2001 (which was a month before 9/11), the S&P 500 was higher three, six, and twelve months later every time, and in each
of those time windows, its median performance was over 10% each time with gains of 10.29%, 18.47%, and 31.44%, respectively. Additionally, while
there have been seven periods where the correlation coefficient was above 0.85, in the three periods when the correlation was +0.90 or more (June
1932, January 1975, and April 2009), the S&P 500 was up more than 30% over the next year all three times.
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Correlation Prior Year One Month Three Months Six Months One Year

6/16/32 0.90 -62.52 -3.71 47.85 36.72 91.60

4/6/38 0.86 -46.91 12.51 30.96 38.30 14.99

11/14/62 0.89 -16.05 4.01 10.29 16.71 21.26

1/27/75 0.91 -22.00 7.16 14.93 18.47 31.44

3/11/82 0.88 -15.84 6.27 1.72 10.62 38.30

8/14/01 0.87 -20.44 -7.94 -3.84 -5.92 -22.51

4/16/09 0.92 -36.59 2.03 8.72 25.70 37.77

Average 2.91 15.80 20.08 30.41

Median 4.01 10.29 18.47 31.44

All Periods Since 1928 0.60 1.81 3.76 7.91

Year 

Ending

S&P 500 Most Correlated Periods to Last 12 Months: Since 1928

S&P 500 Performance (%)
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In the charts below, we compare the S&P 500 over the last year to each of the prior one-year periods while also including the S&P 500's performance in
the following year as well. In looking at the charts, you can really see how similar the one-year patterns are when the correlation coefficient gets up to
0.85 or higher.
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S&P 500: Now vs June 1932 S&P 500: Now vs April 1938
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S&P 500: Now vs November 1962
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S&P 500: Now vs January 1975
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S&P 500: Now vs March 1982 S&P 500: Now vs August 2001
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There’s an old market saying that big one-day rallies occur during bear markets. Before closing out for the week, though, we wanted to point out that
when it comes to ‘really big’ rallies of 5% or more like Thursday’s, that hasn’t necessarily been the case.

The charts below illustrate this pattern and summarize the performance of the S&P 500 since 1953 (after the five-day trading week was implemented on
the NYSE) and the Nasdaq since inception following 5%+ one day gains. As shown in the top two charts, the S&P 500’s performance in the short-term
was mixed relative to the historical average, but six and twelve months later, it tended to perform considerably better than average. That’s the case
whether you look at all 5% days (22 occurrences) or just the two times when the S&P 500 finished the day above its 50-DMA. For the Nasdaq,
performance after 5% rallies hasn’t been particularly positive relative to the historical average, but the three prior times when it rallied 5% and finished
the day above its 50-DMA, the index was up six and twelve months later all three times (black dots lower right chart). One year later, it was higher by at
least 30% every time.
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S&P 500 Performance Following 5%+ Rallies Since 1953
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The bottom two charts show when 5%+
rallies occurred relative to the market
cycle.

For the S&P 500, the majority of
occurrences came at the very late stages
of bear markets right near market lows.

For the Nasdaq, these types of moves
were commonplace during the unwind
of the dot-com bubble, and that helps to
explain why forward returns have been
much weaker than those of the S&P
500. Outside of the 2000 to 2002
period, though, other occurrences came
in the later stages of bear markets right
near market lows.

A rally over the next twelve months?
That would be nice!

Have a great weekend!
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Bespoke Investment Group, LLC believes all information contained in this report to be accurate, but we do not guarantee its accuracy. None of the
information in this report or any opinions expressed constitutes a solicitation of the purchase or sale of any securities or commodities. This is not
personalized advice. Investors should do their own research and/or work with an investment professional when making portfolio decisions. As always,
past performance of any investment is not a guarantee of future results. Bespoke representatives or clients may have positions in securities discussed or
mentioned in its published content.

Please see our website for out full disclaimer. https://www.bespokepremium.com/interactive/legal/
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